Welcome to the LDNS Lab newsletter!

Thank you for tuning in to our first quarterly newsletter — designed to provide updates on LDNS Lab events, projects, research and opportunities for students and partners. With these newsletters, we aim to showcase more of what we do, and who we are. Whether you're an ASU student or alumni, staff, or community member, we look forward to connecting with you!

Learn about the Lab
Meet the LDNS Lab team

Each newsletter, we'll highlight a member of our ASU LDNS Lab team, from our accomplished military and diplomatic leaders, to our incredible student fellows. This month, meet Angel Zelaya, a U.S. Air Force Academy Graduate and Spring 2023 LDNS Lab Fellow. Learn more about Angel's work with our Lab at the article below, written by LDNS Lab Research Aide Maria Manaog.

Meet Angel

Washington Week

In March, students from the Online M.A. International Affairs and Leadership program traveled from around the world to Washington, D.C. for a week of networking, site visits, and opportunities to connect with fellow students and faculty. Learn more about their week in the article below, written by LDNS Lab Research Aide Maria Manaog.

Read more

Event Highlight: ASU Forum on Innovating for Competitive Statecraft
LDNS Lab Featured at ASU Forum

Following a February event with Lt. Gen H.R. McMaster held at the ASU Center in D.C., the LDNS Lab co-sponsored a forum in Tempe focused on competitive statecraft. Several LDNS-Lab programs, including the American Diplomacy Project, were highlighted.

Featured News

Working Together Toward Accountability: How the International Criminal Court and a Special Tribunal on Aggression Can Work Together on the Ukraine Conflict

Lab member Amb. David Scheffer contributes to this Jurist piece.
LDNS Lab Fellow Highlighted in ASU News

Devin Parker, an LDNS Lab Fellow and M.A. International Affairs and Leadership student, was recently highlighted by ASU News.

American Diplomacy Project Featured in Foreign Service Journal

LDNS Lab-supported ADP-II was highlighted by the American Foreign Service Association in their March Journal Issue.

More News and Announcements

Policy Design Studio Alumni Chapter

Are you a former participant in the ASU SPGS Policy Design Studio Program (in-person or online)? The LDNS Lab is in the process of revitalizing the PDS alumni network to promote more opportunities for networking, social connections, and professional development! Reach out to Sr. Program Coordinator Ashley Wright if you're interested in being included within the alumni network. Leadership opportunities are available!

Contact Us